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Abstract: 
Redaksi Sawn al-Mantiq yang diedit o/eh a/-Nashshar (1947) dan 
Su'ada 'Ali 'Abd af-Razjq (1910) masth bisa di-upgrade; nama_-nama otoritas 
yang dirujuk o/eh a/-Suyuti bisa diperbazki, tidak dengan membaca kembali naskah 
asli"!J'a yang sudah tidak bisa diakses lagi dan tersimpan di Perpustakaan al-Azhar 
tetapi dengan mengkolasi (collatef sa/ah satu karya yang diringkas al-Suyuti 
dalam Sawn al-Mantiq tsb. Karya jang diringkas tersebut ada/ah Dhamm al­
Kalam karya al-Harawi, satu karya yang ringkasan"!Ya adalah seperempat lebih 
batang tubuh (corpus) Sawn al-Mantiq (terdiri dari 227 halaman cetak) karya 
al-Suyuti. 
Hasi/ ko/asi terhadap reproduksi naskah Dhamm al-Kalam yang 
disimpan di Perpustakaan Nasional Suriah memperlihatkan signifikansi Dhamm 
al-Kalam sebagai sumber Sawn al-Mantiq dan bahan dasar untuk meng­
upgrade redaksi Sawn al-Mantiqyang diedit masing-masing o/eh 'Ali Sami al­
Nashshar (1947) and Su'ada 'Ali 'Abd al-Raz!q (1970). 
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Introduction 
To the best of my knowledge, Muslim literatures discussing the 
opposition against kalam can be classified into two kinds: First, those 
which discuss incidentally the opposition against kalam, and S econd!J, 
those which discuss elaborately the same issue. Into the first category, 
some works, to set few examples, can be mentioned: al-Ri'qya by al­
Harith al-Muhasibi (d. 243/858), Kitab HalqAfal al-1badby al-Buhari (d. 
256/871), Sarih al-Sunna by Ibn Jarir al-Tabari (d. 310/923), al-Shari'a by 
Abu Bakr Muhammad b. al-Husayn al�Ajurri (d. 360/972). AI-Gu"!J'a 'an 
al-Ka/am wa Ahlih by Abu Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Hattabi (d. 388/999), 
al-Radd 'ala Ahl al-Ka/am (forthwith called: al-Radel) by al-Sulami 
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(d.412/1022), Dhamm al-Ka/am (forthwith called: DhK) by 'Abd Allah al­
Ansari al-Harawi (d. 481/1089), and Tahrim al-Nazar ft KHtubAhl al-Ka/am 
of Ibn Qudama al-Maqdisi (d. 620/1224) are classified into the second 
one. 
DhK deserves special attention for several obvious reasons: .First, 
that which is found in al-Suyuti's statement in his Sawn al-Mantiq wa'I­
Kalam (forthwith called:· SM) which reads: "the most significant work in 
that respect [to condemn kalam and its authors] is Kitab Dhamm al-Ka/am 
wa Ahlih of Shf!Yh al-Islam Abu Isma'il al-Harawi. The size of this book is 
a bound volume. Every information is produced with the chains of 
transmission ... "2 Secondfy, due to the fact· that DhK is, according to 
Beaurecueil, 'a principal source for the history of the struggle against 
rational theology in Islam."3 .Finalfy, in the history of the Arabic literature 
against kalam, DhK constitutes a chain of transmission from al-Sulami's 
al-Radd 'ala l'ann al-Ka/am for the works against kalam of later 
generations. Having failed to refer to al-Radd, al-Suyuti when composing 
SM, for instance, relies on DhK extensively. Abu Muzaffar b. al-Sam'ani 
in his al-lntisar Ii Ahl al-Hadith refers to DhK three times as well. 
Likewise, some other works abridged in SM, like al-Hatib al-Bagdadi's 
Sharef Ashab al-Hadith, al-Lalaka'i's al-Shari'a, etc share some discussion 
ofDhK. 
This paper tries to answer following questions: What is the 
Significance of al-Harawi's DhK as a Source for SM? And what is the 
role played by DhK for the Correction of SM? As far as the organization 
of the discussion of this paper is concerned, the following topics will be 
dealt with: 
1. The biography of al-Harawi and the purpose of his composition of
DhK
2. The Arabic Texts of DhK and Its Edition as well as the Study of
both of them by Modem Scholar(s)
3. Al-Suyuti's Method of Dealing with DhK
4. Why does al-Suyuti leave some chapters in DhK unabridged?
5. The Significance of al-Harawi's DhK as a Source for SM
6. The Role of DhK for the Correction of SM
1. The Biography of al-Harawi and the Purpose of his Composition
ofDhK
According to al-Suyuti, al-Harawi's complete name was Abu 
Isma'il 'Ali b. Muhammad b. 'Ali al-Ansari al-Harawi. He was a 
Hanbalite scholar, a Hafiz of tradition, an expert in language, a 
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prominent. figure in tasawwef, a great savant ,w�o established the S"!nnaand rejected innovations, and the author of Kitab Manazjl al-Sa'itin.4 
According to Brockelmann, al-Harawi �as.bard in W�hendiz in 396/1005. He was appointed a professor by Nizam al-Mulk in the end of 480/1087, several years after having been given the title· ofShqyh al-Islam awarded to him by al-Muqtadir Bi.'llah in 474/1081,,because of his high 
position in the Hanbalite. school.5 He died in the city· of his birth in· 
481/1088.6 . . • . 
Con�idered as the most excellent work in condemning kalam and 
its authors7 and as "a principal source for. the history of the struggle against rational theology in Islam.", DhK, according to Beaurecueil, was written in Jumada II 474/1082 when al-Harawi settled in Herat, where he discoursed against 'the theologians. This opus was the fruit of his 
labour against kalam, which then was transmitted to his disciples.8 As a result of his polemics against the author of kalam, al-Harawi was subject 
to murder on five occasions and was thrice exiled.9 
2. The Arabic Texts of DhK and Its Edition as well as the Study of
both of them by Modern Scholar(s)
The manuscript the present author relies on is that of Maktaba 
al-Asad (Syrian National Library in Damascus) registered no. 1138. The manuscript consists of 149 ·folios. Each folio has two pages, each of which has twenty lines. The manuscript does not seem to be an autograph. This is based on introduction of each juz, which implies that each information in the manuscript is dictated by al-Harawi to .his 
disciples. The manuscript is produced out of a dictation during lectures 
(al-mqjalis). As described at the endnote of the author of the sama'a, this 
manuscript is accordingly the oldest sama'a written at Qasiyun, Damascus in-685/1287.111 
There are three originals. o( DhK., which are respectively preserved in the British Museum� in· Maktaba al-Asad (Syrian National Library) and in Ilahiyat Fakiiltesi An�ra. 
A number of studies, however, in one or another way have been 
undertaken by modem scholars. to d�al with DhK. Relying on both manuscripts of DhK preserved in the. British· Museum and in Maktaba al-Azhariyya (the manuscript is now preserved in Maktaba al-Asad), al­Hashshash. in. his. Zwischen Tradition; und Aufbrurh has devoted one chapter 
to discuss extensivdy this woi:k� 1 He also �dited and published a small part of this manuscript and put it in the appendix of his study. Likewise, 
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relying on the manuscript of the British Museum, Dugaym (1994) also 
dealt with some part of DhK. Furthermore, he edited and published it.12 
Beaurecueil discussed DhK and its literary context briefly. 13 
Despite efforts expended in discussing the biography and the mystical 
thought of al-Harawi extensively, Beaurecueil's discussion of the context 
of this work does not exceed a half page. Accordingly, DhK was referred 
to by Massignon in his study of al-Hallaj the Mystic, due the fact that its 
author (viz. al-Harawi) is a great mystic.14 
DhK records al-Harawi's discussion against kalam. This work is 
divided into seven juzs. Some juzs has several abwabs, while the others 
have even no single bab. The first ju� for instance, has six abwabs, and 
the seventh juz has four abwabs. While fifth and sixth juzs even have no 
single bab. 
Al-Harawi's discussion in the first juz revolves around (a) the 
ancient communities' derailment with the obedience and the observation, 
(b) the worry of the Prophet about the dangers effecting his community,
(c) the abhorrence of using the vague words and expressions, (d)
censuring debate and mentioning its- misfortunes, (e) the virtue of
avoiding the disputation and (f) the Prophet's objection to the debate on
the issues in the Koran. The second juz deals with (1) the prophet's
prohibition of the dispute on the (teological) issues in the Koran, (2) the
evidence against the opinion that the Koran does not need the tradition,
and (3) the emphasis that the use of opinion in the tradition is
prohibited. The third juz discusses (a) the abhorrence of the prophet at
those who were occupied very deeply by religious disputation, (b) the
abhorrence of being extravagant in matters of religion, (c) the worry of
the Prophet and Pious ancestors about those who were occupied by the
words of the People of the Books. The Forth chapter elaborates the
issues revolving around (a) the Prophet's information of the status of the
theologians, (b) mentioning issues occurred at the time of the prophet
and (c) the abhorrence of making use of the innovation made by the
theologians. The fifth and sixth chapters discuss the arguments against
kalam made by leading scholars of various generations. The last chapter
is concerned with (a) that the innovators and the theologians are cursed,
(b) obtaining the knowledge from the theologians is prohibited, (c)
effecting sin on those who follow the evil tradition, and (d) mentioning
the opinions of al-Ash'ari.15 
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3. Al-Suyuti's Method of Dealing with DhK
Thai: al-Suyuti has expended• his· efforts at rendering an abridged 
DhK in SM shorter is beyond question since al-Harawi's discussion in 
DhK of 149 folios was condensed into only.47printed pages.16 But that 
al-Suyuti's dealing .. with DhK only makes. use of · the . method of 
abridgement lS open'to question. 
If orie compares DhK with the abridged one in SM; h� would be 
convinced that when dealing with DhK, al-Suyuti actually makes use of 
three methods: , summarizing, paraphrasing and omitting. When 
summarizing, ·al-Suyuti abridges al-:Harawi's · statements by shortening 
them. When paraphrasing, al-Suyuti reformulates al-Harawi's ideas in his 
D hK · without · altering the basic structure and . the significance of al­
Harawi's discussion. Al-Suyuti also omits irrelevant and digressive part of 
al-Harawi's discussion and even same chapters, which do not relatively 
comply with general discussion. 
Al-Suyuti's method of summarizing is reflected in a following 
case: when transmitting traditions, he �lmost always cuts a great number 
of chains of the transmission and leaves out that of the closest one to the 
Prophet: In DhK, for instance, it is written as follows: 
· "wa ahbarani isma�'/ ibn ibrahim huwa al-nasr abadhi nisabur haddathana
isma'il ibn ·najid qala haddathana muhammad ibn qyyub al-razihaddathana muhammad ibn shannan haddathana ahmad ibn muhammad
ibn mansur haddathana 'abd al-al/ah ibn 'adi al-ha/iz wa haddathana 'abd
·al-rahman ibn muhammad ibn abi·al-hqyyiz hadJathana muhammad ibnahmad ibn hamdan qala' haddathana abu ya'la haddathana muhammad
ibn · al-sabbah al-dawlawi wa haddathana al-hqyyiz ibn muhammad ibn, 'ali:haddathana muhammad ibn ahmad ibn al-'atrJbn al-hafi_z haddathana
muhammad ibit tahir ibn abi al-damik haddathana ibra�im ib,i zjyad
shiblati. Wa ahbarana ahmad ibn muhammad ibn muhammad ibn al-
. hqyyiz ibn malik wa huwa 'mujtcimi' haddathana 'muhammadibn ahmad ibn hams haddathana muhammad ibn 'abd al-rahman al-sami haddathana 
, abu 'imran-al-hqy_tham ibn qyyub. Wa_ ,haddathana cil-hqyyiz ibn . muhammad ibn , 'ali haddathana 'abd -al/ah ibn muhaminad ibn 'ali al­
zjnad haddathana jaJar ibn ahmadibn nasr haddathana abu ma11J1an al-
' 'uthmani. Wa haddathana abu ya'qub al-hafiz haddcithana al-hasan ibn 
• abi al-hasan alfaqih haddathana muhammad ibn idtis haddathana ishaq· ibn abi isra'il qalu haddathana .ibrahim ibn sa'ad haddathana abi. Wa
. . haddathana '. 'a/Jd al-rahman ibn muhammad ibn abi al-husqyn al-faqih
' . haddathana muhammad ibn muhcimmad ibn ahmad ibn ishaq af-ha/iz 
· haddathana ahmad �bn 111uha'!1m�d ibn al-kqyyiz haddat�ana abu al-a:5:_"harhaddathanaya'qub rbn rbrahrm rbn sa'd haddathana abr.· Wa haddathana
ahmad. ibn muhammad ibn mansur haddathana 'abd al/ah ibn 'adi
haddathana abu halifa haddathana muhammad ibn al-salat 'an al-darawidi
wa haddathana al-hasan ibn yaf?ya haddathana 'abd al-rahman ibn ahmad
haddathana sa'id ibn muhammad abi al-zubqyr haddathana yusuf ibn
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muhammad haddathana 'abd al-rahman ibn migra haddathana 
muhammad ibn ishaq haythuma 'an 'abd al-wahid ibn abi 'awn 'an sa 'd 
ibn ibrahim haddathana abi wahdh a/fat ibn al-siyah 'an al-qasim 'an 
'a'isha radtya -al/ah 'anha qalat qala rasul al/ah salla al/ah 'alayh wa 
sallama man ahdatha .ft amrina ma laysa minh fahuwa radd."11 
These words are summarized by al-Suyuti as follows: 'an 'a�sha 
radtya al/ah 'anha qalat qala rasul al/ah salla al/ah 'alayh wa sallama man ahdatha 
.ft amrina ma laysa minh fahuwa radd.18 
His method of paraphrasing is exemplified in a number of 
following cases: 
(1) Without altering the basic structure and meaning of al-Harawi's
statement, when dealing with DhK, al-Suyuti paraphrases the athar
and formulates it with his own words. This is exemplified in a
following case: In DhK, it is stated: "ma ra'aytu ahadan kana ashaddu
'ala al-mutanatti'in min rasul al/ah wala ra'qytu ba'dahu ahadan ashaddu
'alayhim haufan min abi bakr walakinni laaZ!'nnu 'umar kana ashadd ah/ al­
ard haufan 'alayhim."
19 This is paraphrased by al-Suyuti into the
following statement: "ma ra'aytu ahadan kana ashadd 'ala al-mutanatti'in
min rasul al/ah wala min abi bakr wa 'umar. "20 
His method of abridgement is also represented by the following 
example: 
" . . . ma jalasna mcylisan .ft 'ahd rasul al/ah salla al/ah 'alayh wa sallama 
kunna bihi ashaddu igttyaz,._an . .  faidha rijal 'ind hujrat 'a 'isha radtya 
al/ah 'anhuma yatarqja'un Jz al-qadar falamma ra'aynahum i'tazalnahum 
warasul al/ah salla al/ah 'alayh wa sallama ha![ al-hujrat yasma 'u 
kalamahum faharqja 'alayna rasul al/ah mugdaban yu'rafu .ft wajhih al­
gadab hatta waqaja 'alayhim faqala salla al/ah 'alayhi ya qawmi bihadha 
dallat al-umam qablakum bi'htilafihim 'ala anbtya'ihim wadarbihim al­
kitab ba'dah biba'd wa inna al-qur'an lam y1mazz.al litadribu ba'dah 
biba'd walakin nuzjla al-qur'an yusaddiq ba'duh ba'd ma 'araftum minh 
fa''malu' bih wa ma tashabaha bih fa-aminu' bih."21 Al-Suyuti's 
abridgement of the tradition above is as follows: "harqja rasul al/ah 
'ala ashabihi dhat yawm wahum yataraja 'un .ft al-qadar faharcy'a 
mugdaban hatta �
f;
afa 'a/ayhim faqala ya qawm bihadha dallat al-umam 
qablakum bi'htila him 'ala anbtJa'ihim wadarbihim al-kitab ba'dah 
biba'd wa inna a-qur'an lam yuna�zal linadrib ba'dah biba'd walakin 
nuzjla al-qur'an fasadda9a ba'duh ba 'd ma 'araftum minh fa''malu' bih wa 
ma tashabaha bih fa-amznu' bih."22 
(2) When _being encountered with a number of athars dealing with the
same issue, al-Suyuti in his abridgement sorts out some words from
athar and adds them to another. This is exemplified by the fact that
al-Suyuti abridges al-Harawi's report of some athars dealing with the
debate on qadr.
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When explaining that the companions disputed each other on 
qadr, al-Harawi uses three. variants:(a) wdhum jahtasimun fl 'l-qadr, (b) 
yatarqja'un, and (c) · wahum yatanqja'un.23 · Al-Suyuti, however, chooses 
yatarqja 'un.24 
(3) Al- Suyuti does not. follow al-Harawi's organization of his discussion.This happens in two cases: (1) al-Harawi's report of Ibn Yusuf'sstatement which reads: "al-'ilm bi 'l-husuma wa 'l-kalam jahl wa 'l-jahl bi
'l-husuma wa '/-kalam 'ilnl' is put by al-_Suyuti after al-H�rawi's reportof Nuh al-Jami' who said: "qultu liabi h'anifata ma·taqul flma ahdath al­
nas min al-kalam fl al-a'rad wa 'l-qjsam ... " not before it.25 
This also· h�lds true for a chapter on. the worry. of the Prophet 
about th_e dangers effecting his communify,26 in which the athar on the authority of 'Umar b. al-Hattab�·which says ''yahdum al-is/am thalath Zftlla 
'alim wajidal munafiq bi 'l-qur'an wa a'imma mudillun" was reported·after the traditlon_of the Prophet who says "inniahafu 'alqykum thalath wah!Ja ka'ina 
zjl/a 'a/im wa jida/ munafiq bi '/-qur'an wa dUl!Ja ta'ummu 'a/aykum." The reason could be that the · athar of 'Umar · b. Hattab · is made use of to emphasize the prophetic tradition. 
(4) Al-Suyuti includes al-Harawi's discussion in several chapters into onesingle chapter. This can be seen in the fact that chapter bab al�wuqt(f 
· 'ind al-sunna wa dhamm al-ray wa 'l-bid'a wa 'I-ta 'ammuq fl al-din in SM27 is extracted from three chapters in DhK: Bab iqama·al-dalil 'ala but/an
qaw/.man za'ama anna ·a/-qur'an yaitaghni :bih 'an al-sunna,28 bab taglizji
";;t'ardda al-hadith bi 'l-ray,29 and bab shidda k_arah!Jyat dl-mits(afa wa h!Jar
ttmmatih al-ta'ammuqfi 'l-diti.30 _
cases: Al-Suy�ti's �ethod of omission is· represe�ted in. following two 
. . . (1) If, there ar�. a number of traditions de�ling _ �ith 'the·. �ame issue, al­Suyuti chooses only some of them. When discussing the prophet's criticism against those who dispute on religious doctrine�, he refers : to traditions dealing with the same· imbject matter, btit adduced from . different ch�ins of transmission. In DhI(,' .ai-Hara\v1 describes the following traditions: . ' ' ' • (a) "a�na al-nab!Jya �alia al/ah '�layh wa sall��a qafa'a hadhih al-ayat
fa amma al-ladhina fl qulubihim zayg qala hum af:laahina samma allah fa
'hdharuhum," (b) "anna al-izab!Jya salla al/ah 'alayh wa sallama rara'a
hadhih al-ayat fa amma al-ladhina Ii qulubihim zaygfaqala idha ra tJJfttm 
al-ladhin yujcidilun flh fahum al-!adhin 'afa al/ah faihdharuhum,' (c) 
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"anna al-nabtfya salla al/ah 'alqyh wa sallama qara 'a hadhih al-qyat huwa 
al-ladhina unzjla 'alayk al-kitab faqala idha ra 'qytum al-ladhin 
yattabi'una ma tashabaha minh ula'ik al-ladhina samma al/ah 
fa'ihdharuhum, (d) annahu q_ala al-ladhina yujadiluna liqyatina qala 
fa'ulaika al-ladhina 'an al/ah Ja'ihdharuhum," (e) "fa amma al-ladhina Ji
qulubihim zqyg qala hum ashab al-husumat wa'l-mara'.fi din allah."31 
Al-Suyuti chooses one of them, saying : 
"anna al-nabtfya salla al/ah 'alqyh wa sallama qara'a hadhih al-qyat huwa 
al-ladhina unzjla 'alqyk al-kitab faqala idha ra 'qytum al-ladhin 
yattabi 'una ma tashabaha minh ula 'ik al-ladhina samma al/ah 
fa 'ihdharuhum. "32 
Accordingly, when dealing with the topic in chapter IV, 
censuring debate and mentioning its misfortunes, al-Suyuti chooses four 
out of fifteen traditions discussing the same issue.33 
(2) Al-Suyuti skips deliberately an irrelevant and digressive part of athar
of al-Awza'i. This can be seen in a number of athars, one of which
reads: "wa 'sluk sabil sala.fika al-salih fa innahu yasa'uka ma yasa'uhum wa
lawkana hqyran ma husistum bih duna asla.fikum wa innahu lam yaddahir
'anhum hqyr habi'a lakum dunahum lijadl 'indakum wahum ashab
muhammad ihtarahum al/ah wa ba'athah .fihim."34 In DhK the athar reads
"wa'sluk sabil sala.fika al-salihfa innahuyasa'uka mayasa'uhum wa lawkana
hqyran ma husistum bih duna asla.fikum wa innahu lam yaddahir 'anhum hqyr
lastu amanu al/a uridu ma'a al/ah sarra hadhih al-bid'a min an yasbiru
ihwanan ba'da quwwad ila tafarruq dinihim wa tabagud habi'a lakum
dunahum lifadl 'indakum wahum ashab muhammad ihtarahum al/ah wa
ba 'athah .fihim wa wasafahum bima wasefahum."35 
4. Why does al-Suyuti Leave some Chapters in DhK unabridged?
It is not easy to find some information in SM about the reason 
why al-Suyuti leaves some chapters in DhK unabridged, since the author 
only indicates that DhK is the most excellent work discussing the 
condemnation of kalam and the Mutakallimun and information about 
which, al-Suyuti says, is produced with the chains of ttansmission.36 
Underlining his last statement which reads: "wa ana ulahhisu huna jami'a 
maqasidih talhisan hasanan" (I abridge all its purposes adequately), 
however, gives one an inferential understanding that the only possible 
reason revolves around their being incompatible with al-Suyuti's 
purposes in abridging DhK, i.e. al-Harawi's discussion in those chapters 
thus could be relatively repetitive and digressive. 
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Before delving into the discussion of these two reasons, knowing 
the chapters of DhK not abridged by al-Suyuti is indispensable for two 
obvious reasons: First, to understand the topic of al-Harawi's·discussion 
not abridged by al-Suyu·ti. S econdfy, to he able to understand to which 
·extant repetitiveness and digressiveness of those chapters ra�ge so thatal.:.Suyuti leaves them unabridged .. Understanding·. these· reasons could
help us understand the· general characteristic of al-Suyuti's 'abridgement:
whether his is eclectic or that unabridged chapters themselves actually
contain al-Harawi's repetitive. and digressive discussions, the
abridgement of which, in al-Suyuti's view, may let the readers fed up.
The chapters which are ignored by al�Suyuti revolve around thefollowing topics (1) the· virtue of avoiding argumentation, (2) the
Prophet's prohibition against the debate on the Koran; (3) Being cursed
of the innovators, the Mutakallimun and the disputants, (4) the sin of the
followers of the evil tradition, and (5) Discussing al.:.Ash'ari's kalam.
It is the present author's hYP..othesis that those chapters are
ignored by al-Suyuti because of their being repetitive and digressive.Topics number 1 and 2 are relatively repetitive, while the rest, number 3,
4, and 5 are digressive. The main topic of al-Harawi's discussion in topicnumber 1, is the virtue of avoiding the argumentation. In this topic, he
puts forwards a tradition which reads: "man taraka al-kidhb wa huwa batil
bun!Ja lahu ft r!Jad aljanna wa man taraka al-mara' wa huwa mahaqqan bun!Ja ft
wasatiha wa man hassana huluqah bun!Jci lahu a'laha."31 The following passage
in this chapter is replete with al.:.Harawi's report of a number of
traditions with · different chains of . transmissions, which deal with the
same issue. Not a single remark by al-Harawi in this chapter can be
found. In addition, this chapter is relatively shorter than the others.
' . ' . This chapter 'is preceded by that which deals with censuring
debate and mentioning its misfortunes and followed by that which
discusses · the Prophet's . objection to the· debate on the Koran. The
reason why al-Suyuti leaves the topic unabridged could be because of the
fact that the core idea of al-Harawi's discussion in this chapter has been
dealt with in the previous chapter ·and even more specifically in the
following chapter. This could be based on al-Suyuti's own assumption
that al-mara' (argumentation), the discussion of which constitutes· a
central in this· chapter, substantially share the same significance with al-
jidal (the debate), which constitutes a central topic in the previous
chapter as well.
The Prophet's prohibition against the debate on the Koran is
another chapter not abridged by al-Suyuti. This chapter is preceded by al-
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,Harawi's discussion on the Prophet's strong. objection , to those,. :who 
debate on the Koran. These two chapters share the same topic ass<!rting . •· 
. that the , debate on the Koran is prohibited by the Pr<:>ph�t .. : � 
information contained in these two chapters is derived , from . the 
traditions.,which respectively censure the debate on the, cr��tedriess of 
the Koran. Therefore it is plausible if al-Suyuti did : not abridg� •. tbJs
. chapter. . : . 
Although no information can be found in SM concerning the 
fact why al-Suyuti did not abridge several chapters which .discuss the 
topic number 3, 4,and 5, an inferential understanding of the last part of 
his introductory remark on his abridgement of DhK gives, one a·. clue 
whi�h enables him find al-Suyuti's rationale. The remark states th�� al-.. Suyuti is going to abridge all his (al-H.arawi's),purposes. adequat,ely (wa · 
ana ulahhisu huna jami'a maqasidih talhisan hasanan). This statement c�n lead 
. to a logical inference that the chapters of DhK not abridged by al�Suyuti 
· in SM are not adequate enough to serve the .purposes of his author in
discussing the censure against kalam. If lleing digressive, or :l}�t being
digressive. of a chapter is measured through being or .not being adequate
to serve al-Harawi's purpose in discussing against kalam. It is logicdilly
distinctive that al-Suyuti's rationale of not .abridging these chapters
originates from their being digressive from the main disc:ussion a�st
kalam. The following passages will test whether each chapter not
abridged is void from any discussion against kalam. · · 
The· central information of the chapter on being cursed of the
innovatqrs, the. authors of kalam and polemicists is found iti a tradition
which reads: " .. .man ahdatha hadathan fa'ala nafsih wa man ahdatha. had_tlt�an
aw awi muhdathanfa'alayh la'nat al/ah wa 'l-mala}/ea wa 'l-nas ajma}n layaqbal
al/ah sa,fon wala 'ad/an faqalu' Ii 'l-hasan ma al-hadath faqala ashab al-fitan wa.
ah/ al-ahwa' kulluhum muhdithun."38 Even though the title of this chapter
underlines ·the Mutakallimun, if one reads the statement mentioned above,
· one is able to give a remarkable note that this ·tradition _does not
. specifically deal with kalam and the Mutakallimun. This chapter, how.ever,
underlines the innovation and its authors as well as identifies ashab al-fitan 
and ah/ al-ahwa; with the innovators. Accordingly not a single direct 
: remark againstka/am by al-Harawi can be found in this chapter.. 
This also holds true for a chapter, 'the sin of the observers.of the 
bad tradition.' Being different from its previous chapter which directly 
censures obtaining the knowledge from the Mutakallimun, this chapter 
deals with the sin of the followers of the evil tradition, the.·discussion of 
which roots out from a tradition stating: "innahu man a�a' sunnata min 
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sunani qad 11mtryat ba 'di fainna lah11 ajr min al-ujr mithl ajr man 'amila biha min 
al-nas la yantaqis dhalika min cqyam al-nas sht!J'an 111aman ibtada'a bid'at la 
yardaha al/ah wa ras11/11h fa-inna 'alqyh mithl ithm man 'amila biha min al-nas la 
yantaqis11 dhalika min cqyam a/7nas shf!Y'an."
39 The rest of the passages of 
this chapter are replete with al-Harawi's report of a number of traditions 
with different chains of transmission dealing with the same topic. The 
fact that not a single passage dealing with al-Harawi's censure on kalam 
can be found in this chapter attests to this chapter's being digressive. 
The last chapter not abridged by al-Suyuti is al-Harawi's 
. discussion of al-Ash'ari's statement. As the title itself suggests, this 
chapter must be al-Harawi's quotation of al-Ash'ari's ideas verbatim for 
several obvious reasons. First, the structure of the argument is analytical 
in a sense that each argument is based on al-Ash'ari's analysis on a 
number of questions ranging from the People of Tradition and Jama'a, 
the createdness of the Koran, etc. Second!), the method of the discussion 
is speculative, based on the abstract ideas with deductive truths. These 
two remarkable characteristics of the discussion rarely belong to those of 
the people of the tradition whose arguments are marked by their 
repetitive method, circular and not irrespective of chains of the 
transmission. Besides; if this is al-Harawi's discussion of al-Ash'ari's 
ideas, each information contained in it, as emphasized by al-Suyuti, must 
be produced with the chains of the transmission."° The reason why al­
Suyuti does not abridge this chapter comes from the fact that this is a 
separate work by al-Harawi, which is later on attached to DhK by later 
copier. This conclusion is at least affirmed by al-Hashshash who is of 
opinion that dhikr kalam al-ash 'ari is one of two works written by the 
Hanbalites, the other is Matalib Ibn Abi Bisr by al-Ahwazi, in which the 
authors discuss the foundation of the Ash'arite school.41 
5. The Significance of al-Harawi's DhK as a Source for SM
The most important thing deserving to note here is that the 
abridgement of DhK constitutes the greatest part of SM. Out of 200 
printed pages of SM, more than 50 pages are occupied by al-Suyuti's 
abridgement of DhK. The rest of the pages is occupied by al-Suyuti's 
introduction (32 pages) and al-Suyuti's abridgement of 12 works as well 
as his discussion of al-Sirafi's debate opposing Matta b. Yunus. It is 
plausible if al-Suyuti himself acknowledges that DhK is the most 
excellent work discussing the censure against kalam. If he then puts his 
abridgement: of DhK the first time, that must be in accordance with his 
purpose of composing SM, building up well-arranged arguments against 
kalam and logic, showing off before his opponents that he is well-versed 
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with the method of the arguing which constitutes the core learning of 
logic. Besides, . the authority of DhK as the most important source 
against ka/am in SM is also reflected in the fact that SM refers to it more 
than 9 times. 
Even though in the history of Muslim literatures against kalam 
and the Mutakallimun DhK came after al-radd of al-Sulami (d.412/1022), 
it is referred to by the authors whose �orks abridged by al-Suyuti in SM 
the most. Imam Abu al-Muzaffar b. al-Sam'ani in his al-Intisar Ii Ahl al­
Hadith, for instance, refers to DhK three times, while the other works 
share some information produced by DhK. This special position cannot 
be separated from DhK's own topics of discussion and its detail 
information against kalam as well as its reports of a great number of 
chains of transmission against it. 
Another significance we could adduce to DhK is that it 
constitutes the backbone of SM. This is based on the fact that DhK 
shares all significances born by SM: First, SM contains historical data 
with which the history of the opposition against ka/am can be 
reconstructed. Second/y, it deals with the prosopographical discussion of 
the opposition against kalam as set forth by single individuals, scattered 
over different regions of the Muslim empire and a great number of 
historical personalities who condemn and censure kalam.42 Final/y, it 
contains the information about their .. censure, which is produced by 
elaborate chains of transmission, which could represent, in the first 
place, the development of the opposition against kalam. 
As can be seen in most of the traditionists' works, the 
information against kalam could take forms. of the Koranic verses, the 
traditions of the Prophet, athars of the Companions and the leading 
scholars, the number of which, as registered by Nasir b. 'Abd al-Rahman 
b. Muhammad al-Jadi' in al-Radd by al-Sulami, amount to 8 Qur'anic
verses, 5 traditions and 40 athars.43 
All condemnation of kalam mentioned above are shared by DhK, 
since the data of DhK as like the data of others works of traditionists' 
circle, according to al-Jadi', relies much on al-Radd.44 
The number of this information is relatively constant and 
different only in the chains of the transmission. The rationale of this fact 
is not irrespective of the nature of the circle of the traditionists who tend 
to convey the information literally the same as they receive from their 
predecessors. 
One is, therefore, encountered with two facts, one of which may 
exert an influence upon another. First, al-Radd is the pioneer work that 
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constitutes the most important source. for most of• the traditionists' 
literature.of later.period against kalam. Secondfy, DhK is considered to be 
one of those works'whose much of thf!ir historical data owe to,al-Radd. 
The logical consequence must mdicates that SM owes much historical 
data against kalam to DhK due to the.fact al-Suyuti,when discussing the 
movement against kalam does not refer directly to al-Radd but relies 
much �n DhK whose historical data is parallel to that of al-Radd. Hence, 
saying that DhK constitutes the backbone of SM is not an exaggeration .. ·
6. The Role of DhK for the Correction· of SM
First of all, it must be noted that the basis for correcting SM here 
is DhK which constitutes the backbone of SM; This is .because of the 
fact that the. original of SM, which is preserved in al-Maktaba al­
Azhariyya (Majami' 204), is not accessible anymore.45 
The betterment of SM is focused on correcting evident and 
linguistic mistakes as well as copying ·ones. Evident mistake� can be seen 
in describing, , for instance, an historical figure. In SM, for instance, is 
· written 'Ali b. Muhammad al-Ansari, while in DhK is 'Isa b. Muhammad
al-Ansari.· Instead of listing Abu Mansw: al-Albani, al-Suyuti in SM calls
· him Abu Mansur al-Malini.46 Linguistic mistakes could be embodied in
misuse . of a word, the significance of .. which may �slead . the
interpretation. This mistake includes misappropriate diction, misuse of
conjugative verbs and the use of certain ha,f. To.set some examples, in
SM are written mu'tamidan for mu'tadilan,47 intaharna for anharna,yazalu for
tazalu,48 and 'alayh for ilayh.49 Copying mistakes can be evidently seen inscribal errors and misprints. This is. evident, for instance, in some cases:
'ala wqjh for 'ala wqjhih,50 la iukayyif, takdhib, tefassir for la nukayyif, nakdhib,
nefassir.51 . . .The value of DhK's manuscript for the betterment of SM edition
also lies in the fact that there are great linguistic difference� found
between· DhK and SM. The differences come into being after that the
original manuscripts of DhK was compared with the abridged version in
SM. Even though some of the linguistic differences are diction in a sense
that they belong to the same root of the words and thus signify the same
meaning;. but_ it. is not fare_ that the differences are .. so grave that produce
different significances that could change general '.meaning of the topic
discussed. Th� follo�ing passage discusses some typical examples.
The first case is exemplified by, for instance, al-Harawi's
discussion of the ideas that being occupied with the debate on God and
His attributes is prohibited and. that· proposing _a question with
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interrogative word 'how' (kqyfa) to the question of al-iman is condemned 
by Muslim leading scholars. Thus, it is incumbent, al-Harawi maintains, 
for everyone to observe what he is obliged to do and to be loyal to what 
God has determined. 
The examples of three linguistic differences found in DhK and 
SM, which will be discussed in the following paragraph are preceded 
with al-Harawi's quoting Ibn Rahawiyya's remarkable statements saying: · 
"la yqjuz al-hawd ft amr al/ah kama yqjuz al-hawd ft ft 'I al-mahluqin . ... wa/a 
yqjuz. liahad an yatawahham 'ala al/ah bisifatih wa af alih ta'mim ma yqjuz al-
tafkir wa 'l-nazr ft amr al-mahluqin . .. " (Being occupied in the discussion· of 
_God is not permitted while in that of the deed of. the creatures is 
permitted. One is not allowed to have doubt on the a�butes an_d _deeds 
of God, he is, however, permitted to think about the creatures ... ). It 
must be noted, however, that for practical . convenience, .. the 
lexicographical differences and its English significa_nces are highlighted 
and each al-Harawi's discussion is presented per phrase, which is then 
compared with its abridged version and translated. 
(1) In DhK is stated: "wa ahrqja 'an abi 'abd al/ah muhammad ibn ibrahim al­
bushanji hina su'i/a 'an al-imanjaqala .. . " (he traQ.smitted on the authority of
abi 'abd allah muhammad ibn ibrahim al-bushanji when _he was asked
about the belief, he said ... ).
In SM is stated: "wa ahrqja 'an abi 'abd al/ah muhammad ibn ibrahim al­
bushafJJi annahu su 'ila 'an al-iman faqald' (he transmitted on the. authority of 
abi 'abd allah muhammad ibn ibrahim al-bushanji that he was asked 
about the belief, he said). 
This phrase is followed with al-Harawi's report of al-Bushanji's 
response, of which· DhK and SM have no different wording. The 
response emphasizes the importance of the following (al-ittibaj, 
considering the principles derived from the Koran and the tradition as 
ultimate aims of the intellects (gaya Ii 'I-'uqul) but not vice versa. God, al­
Bushanji continu�s, sometimes differe11tiates between two similar things 
(al-mushtabihayn) and distinguishes two united things (al-mujtami'ayn) in the :object of the intellect for the sake of loyalty, test and examination. This 
phrase is· then followed by the following which bears further difference. 
(2) In DhK: "wamata warada 'ala al-mar'i waridun min 1P11j11h al-'ilm la
yabluguh 'aqluh aw tanfir minh naftuh wa na'a 'anhu fahmuh wa tab'udu .'anh
ma'rifatah waqafa 'indah wa i'tarafa bi '1-taqsir 'an idrak 'ilmih wa bi 1-husur 'an
kannih ma'rifatah."(when an object of knowledge comes upon a man,·
while his intellect cannot perceive it, or his soul runs away from it and
his knowledge does not reach it as well as his perception is far away from
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it, then he adheres to it admitting his incapability of knowing it and his 
dullness due to his being hindered from kn_owing it)
In SM: "wamata warada 'ala al-mar' watidun min, Wl!Jith . al- �Im la 
· yabluguh 'aqluh aw ta,ifir minh naftuh wa yana' 'anhu fahmuh wa tab'itdu 'anh
ma'tifatah waqafa 'indah wa i'tarafa bi'l-taqsir 'an idrak 'ilmih wa bi'l-husur. 'an
kannih ma'tifatah." (when object of knowledge came upon a man; while
his intellect cannot perceive it, or his soul runs away from it and his
knowledge does not reach it as well as his perception is far away from
(understanding) it, then he just adheres to it admitting his incapability of
knowing it ·and his dullness due to his being hindered from knowing it).
This phrase is followed by al-Bushanji's further remark that some
'ilia (reason) and sabab (cause) of God's ·1aw are perceptible and the
others are imperceptible. To some perceptible 'ilia belong the grave test
and examination which demands one'§ loyalty; belief and observation.
Then comes the following phrase: . 
. ' 
(3) · which DhK records· as follo�s: "wa law/a ma wasafnah kana al-ladhi
sabaqa ilqyhi flkr al-'uqul minna ann� wqjiban fl kulli ma sa'ala rasul al/ah
· rabbah anyujibah wa anjunazzjl 'alqyh shifa'an lfyazdad al-nas bih 'ilman wa
limalakutih fahman." (If we had explained it, what has come to our
mind is that in each what the'Messertger asked to his God must be
that God necessitates recovery (shifa) with which one increases his
· knowledge· and· understanding); While SM records as follows: "wa
law/a wasafnah kana al-ladhi sabaqa ilqyhi flkr al-'uqul minna anna wqjiban
fl kulli ma sa'ala rasul al/ah rabbah anyl!J'ibah wa anyunazzjl 'alqyh shifa'an
lfyazdad al-nas bih 'ilman wa limalak:utih fahman}'.'. (if· we had not
expl:,tinedit, what has come to, our mind is that in each what the
· Messenger asked•to his God must b_e that God necessitates recovery
(shifa) with which one increases his knowledge and understanding).52 
. Even though the:first two lexic�graphical differe�ces mentioned 
above do not enable one find any·sign:ificantdifference of the meaning 
in DhK and SM� he.must be surprised if he pays his deep attention to 
the third one which could lead one to the following interpretation. 
What comes to our mind after thinking over the 'ilia of what 
God ha·s ordained is that God's shifa'is always available·after having been 
asked by the Prophet. His shifa', ·thus� i� necessary in all the laws He 
imposes upon His worshippers. This is _the significance of al-Harawi's 
statement in DhK. This is deduced from the following logical reasoning: 
Our understanding . that God's shifa' is· available is logical consequence 
from our having thought over the Wa of what God has ordained. If that 
God's shifa' is necessary in each God's imposing the law, that could be, 
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thus, because of the fact that we have thought over the 'ilia i.e. explaining 
it. 
In contrast, al-Harawi's statement which is abridged by al-Suyuti , could lead us to the following interpretation: Due to the absence of our 
thinking over the �'/la of what God has ordained, we had never come to 
say that God's shifa' in each laws He imposed is available. In :sum, the 
conclusion of what one could deduce from DhK is .that God's shifa' is 
necessary in each God's imposing the law, while in SM it is riot·· · 
Another example of this indication can be found in following 
discussion. In DhK it is stated: "sahib al-bid'a 'ala wqjhih gubar wa in udhina 
fl 'l�awm thalathin marrd' (the author of the innovation is that o� ,hi,s _face 
is always dirt even if he washes it thirty times a day). In SM it is' written 
as follows "sahib al-bid'a 'ala wajh guba! wa in udhina fl 'l,jawm ,thalathin 
marrd' (the author of the innovation is in front of the dirt .e;er{:if he' 
h · thirty · d ) 53 was es 1t times a ay . 
. Conclusion 
Since the abridgement of DhK by al-Suyuti consti_tutes the greatest part of Sawn al-Mantiq, al-Harawi's Dhamm al-Ka/am can be said 
to be an indispensable source that can be used to correct mistakes born 
in the edition of Sawn al-Mantiq by al-Nashshar (1947) and Su'ada :Ali 
'Abd al-Raziq (1970). As for the mistakes that need to be cprrected 
pertain to evident and linguistic mistakes as well as copying ories. 
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